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The problem of capture m a pursuit game which is described by a lmear 
retarded functional differential equation is considered. The irutial function 
belongs to the Sobolev space W:r’. The target IS erther a subset of Wp’ a pomt 
m Will, a subset of the Euclidean space En or a point of En. There is capture If 
the initral functron can be forced to the target by the pursuer no matter what the 
quarry does. The concept of capture therefore formalizes the concepts of 
controllabrhty under unpredrctable disturbances. This is proved to be equivalent 
to the controllabihty of an associated linear retarded functional differentral 
equation. There 1s nothing in (2) (6) or (7) below which restricts the control 
sets to be of the same dimension as the phase space. Our results can be applied 
in (2) for example, If the constramt sets Q’, P’ are subsets of Em and E’ respec- 
trvely wrth q(t) = C(t) q’(t), -p(t) = B(t)p’(t), q’(t) E E”‘p’(t) E E’ and B(t) is 
an n .< r’-matnces and C(t) an n x m-matrix. 
The symbol La([t,, , tJ, En) denotes the Hilbert space of “square intregable” 
functions from [to, tl] into En, the Euclidean space. We shall denote the Sobolev 
space of all absolutely continuous functions X: [t, , tJ -+ En whose derivatives 
P ~Le([t~, tt], En) by W&l)([t,, tl], En). Let h > 0 be given. For functions 
x: [to - h, tJ --f E” and t E [to , 1 t ] we use xt to denote the function on [--h, 0] 
defined by 
G(e) = x(t + 01, --h,(e<o. (1) 
This paper investigates a game whose state space is the Sobolev space Wil’, 
with dynamical equation of the form 
where p E&([L, , tl], P), P _C En, 4 E&([& , tl], Q), Q C En, and where for each 
fixed t the linear operator 4 +L(t, $), 9 E Wt’([-h, 01, E”) has the form 
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Here the integral is in the LebesgueStieltjes sense and A(t, 0) is an n x ti- 
matrix function with the following properties: t -+ A(t, O), t E E is continuous 
for each fixed 8 E t--h, 0] and t3 --t A(t, 6) is of bounded variation on [---Jr, O] 
for each fixed t E E, with Var,,, A(t, 0) < M(t), where M(t) ~&([t~ , tJ, En). 
Under the above assumptions, given real numbers t, , t, E E and functions 
+0 E W$r)([--h, 01, En), p ELz(to , tl], P), q EL&t0 , tJ, Q), there exists a unique 
absolutely continuous function x(.; t, , (bO, p, q) = x: [to - h, tl] + En which 
satisfies (2) almost everywhere on [t 0 , tl] and the initial condition 
Also xt( *, to ,& , p, q) E Wil)([--h, O], E”) for t E [to , tJ. The solution is given 
by (see Banks [l]) 
x(t; 4l 5 do > P, 4) = x(c to , do , 030) - j-1 w, 4 [P(S) - 4Nl ds, t, < t < t, 
(4) 
where X(t, s) is the solution of 
; X(6 s) = w, A(-, s)) t > s a.e. in s, t 
X(t, s) = 0 s-h<t<s 
= 1 t=s 
where X,(., s) (m) = X(t + m, s), -h < m < 0. Functions p gLs([to , tr), P), 
q E Mto 3 ~1, Q, are called pursuer and quarry controls if they are I., and 
satisfy p(t) E P, q(t) EQ for all t E [t, , tr]. 
DEFINITION 1. There is complete function space (Euclidean space) 
capture everywhere at time t, for game (2) if for each +. , +r E Wi’)([---h, 0) En) 
(respectively &, E Wir)([---h, OJ En), xi E En) and for any quarry control 
q E L2([to , tJ Q) there exists (the pursuer can choose) a control strategy 
p EL&~, , tr], P) subject to the two conditions: 
(i) For each t E [to , tr] the value of p(t) depends on q(t) only (and of 
course on $s, tI , L), 
(ii) the pair of controls p, q so obtained is such that the solution of (2) 
satisfies zct,(*, to , fiO , p, q) = 4, (respectively x(tr , to , 4. , p, q) = x1) and xfO = 
A. There is function space (respectively (Euclidean space) capture in 0 at 
time t, for game (2) if the assumptions on the preceding definitions are met 
with $1 = 0 (respectively x, = 0). 
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Function (Euclidean) space capture in Sz (in G) at time tr is defined as follows: 
for each $r E W’l)([---h, 01, En) th ere is a tr E [&,“I, and up EL, ([to , tl] P) such 
that for each quarry control 4, 
and 
Associated with our game is a linear control system, described by the equation 
s(t) = L(t, xt) - u(t) u(t) E u, t > to 
(6) 
*tto = cjo E W$‘([--h, 01, E”). 
Here L is as in the game, but u eL,([---h, 01, U), where the control set is 
U-PkQ=(x:x+QCP}, (the Pontryagin difference) 
In Hajek’s terminology [2] every initial function is in a position to win if there 
is capture in 0 for the game, etc. 
DEFINITION 2 [3]. The system (6) will be called controllable (Euclidean 
controllable at time t, if for each 40, 4r E W.l)([--h, 01, E* (respectively $. E 
KY’([--h, 01, En), X, E En) there is a time tr and a control u E L,([t, , tl], u) 
such that xtl(*, to , $. , U) = +r (respectively x(t, to, +. , U) = xr). System (6) 
is null controllable (respectively, Euclidean null controllable) at tl if the condi- 
tions of the preceding definitions are met with $r 3 0 (respectively x1 = 0). 
System (6) is Q-controllable (respectively G-Euclidean controllable) at tl if for 
each do E W,r([--h, 01, El”) there exists a t, and control II EL~([~~ , tl], U) such 
that x~,( *, to , +. , U) E Q C Wi’) (respectively x(tl , to , $J~ , u) E G !Z En. 
The topics studied here are linear functional differential equation analogues 
of some fundamental results of Hajek [2]. Our results generalize the first and 
second reciprocity theorems in [2, p. 60, 791. By regarding the system (2) as a 
linear functional differential equation under unpredictable but square integrable 
disturbances, in a way our results are related to Zmood [4] and Banks, Jacobs 
and Langenhop [3]. The thrust of our results is that the pursuit problem (control 
systems under unpredictable perturbations, if you wish) is reduced to one in 
control theory which is simpler and much farther developed. 
For example, Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 assert that complete Euclidean 
and function space capture everywhere for the pursuit system (2) are equivalent 
to the Euclidean controllability and controllability of some associated control 
systems (6). These latter control systems have already been studied. In [q 
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for example, if -u(t) = B(t) n’(t), and the constraint on Al’ is very large u’(t) E U 
= En@’ EL,([& , t1], E”)) th e conditions in [3] can be appropriated. The same 
is true in [4] for the delay equation 
2(t) = A(t) x(t) + B(t) x(t - h) - u(t), t > t, 
= + E W,1([-h, 01, E”) 
(8) 
Xt, 
Unfortunately, it is natural for our game to have compact P, and as a consequence 
to have U really small. 
[l] Recently the author developed a theory of controllability for (6) with 
small control constraints UC En [5, 61. It is hoped that this will be further 
investigated 
The last section of the paper also provides one motivation for the study of 
controllabihty to a target of system (6). Here we treat function space (Euclidean 
space) capture in Q (and G) respectively. In the first case S2 is a closed subspace of 
W,l which can therefore be represented as the null space of a bounded linear 
operator T. In the second situation G is an afline manifold 
where M is an n x n-matrix and b is a point of E*. In both situations the pro- 
blems reduce to those of control theory which need to be explored further. 
2. Duality Theorem of Compete Capture 
Let X(t, S) be the fundamental matrix solution of (5’). 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume 0 E Q and P compact. There is complete Euclidean 
space capture everywhere at time t, for game (2) if, and only if the associated linear 
control system of retarded type. 
k(t) = L(t, xt) - u(t) (9) 
u(t) E U(t) = (P + ker X(t, , t)) s Q (10) 
is Euclidean space controllable at time t, . Furthermore a(q, t) =u(t) + q modulo 
ker X(tl , t) (for all q E Q, t E [to, tl] can be used to determine a suitable strategy 
jorm u E L,([t, , tl], U) in (9) and vice versa. 
Assume that there is complete Euclidean space capture everywhere at 
time t, for game (2). From the definitions there is a mapping u: Q x [to , tl] -+ P 
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such that for any quarry control 4 ~Ls([t,, , t;l, Q) the map 9, p(t) = u(q(t), t) 
is a pursuer control; p and 4 steer arbitrary& E Wiu([--h, 01, En) to any x, E En 
in time tl: 
45 9 to 940 >P, !I> = Xl = x(4; to ,$o , 0, 0) - f X(t, , s)[p(s) - q(s)] ds 
01) 
or 
4~; to , $0 , 0, 0) = I’ X(tl, 4 [a(q(s), 4 - q(41 ds + ~1 (12) 
For quarry control 0 (0 E Q) 
@,; GJ ,+o , 0, 0) = j-:’ X(t1 , s) u(s) ds 4 Xl (13) 
where u(s) = ~(0, s). 
Now take any point q E Q, and a time t E [to , tr] and consider the piecewise 
constant quary control with 0 E [t,, , t] and q E [t, tr]. Apply (12), we find 
“(t,; to 140 9 60) = ( x(5 , s> u(s) do + ~1 + s,” X(tl , s) [u(q, s) - q] ds (14) 
Subtract (14) from (13) 
I 
tz 
X(5 , 4 MS) + q - 4 41 ds = 0 t 
for all t E [to, tI] with integrand independent of t. Hence 
Wl 9 4 MS) + q - 47,s)l = 0 
almost all s E [to , tr]. Use the kernel to reinterpret this as 
4s) + q E 4s s) + ker -Vl , 4. (15) 
Because a has values in P, u(s) + q E P + ker X(t, , s). Since the right hand 
side is closed Hajek’s Lemma [2, p. 591 yields u(s) + Q C P + ker X(tr , s) a.e. 
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or Y(S) E (P + ker X(tI , s)) li Q = U(S) a.e.; so that u ~L,([ta , tI), U). Hence Y 
is an admissible control for (9), and (13) yields 
or 
xl = x(t, , to , do , 0) - f’ -Wl , 4 4s) ds. 
to 
Note that xt, = #a . Clearly (15) proves (10). 
Conversely, assume that (9) is Euclidean controllable at time t, and let 
$a E Wil)([----h, 01, P) and x1 E En be given. Let u be the appropriate control 
in ~,(Po , hl, v) such that xt, = #,, , x(t,; t,, , +,, , U) = x1 . Then 
where u(s) E U(S) yields U(S) + q E P + ker X(tl , s). We now apply Filippov’s 
Lemma [see the form in [2, p. 1101) t o construct a pursuer control: there etist 
measurable mappings (I: Q x [to, tl] + P, v: Q >: [to, tI] --f ker X(t, *) such that 
4s) + q = u(q, s) + v(q, s). B ecause 0 take values in a compact set P, 
u Eb(Po , hl, P). w e now show that for any quarry control q, u is indeed 
appropriate: For any q EL,([~, , tl), Q), u - q = u - v, so that the solution at 
t, of (2) with this pair of u and q with initial datum & , is 
X(r~; to T bo 9 0, ‘2) = “(6 > 41 940 , 0, 0) - L:’ X(tl , s) [u(q(s), s) - q(s)] ds 
= ~(4 3 to 9 40 30) - j” X(h , s) [u(s) - v@(s), s)] ds 
to 
= x(f, , to , do , 0) - j-’ X(t, , s) u(s) ds 
to 
t, , 4 v(q(s), 4 ds 
from (16). 
This completes the proof. 
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THEOREM 2.2. In game (2), assume that 0 EQ and P compact. Then there 
is complete function space capture everywhere at time tl for (2) if, and only if the 
associated control system 
k(t) = L(t, Xt) - u(t), u(t) E U(t) t 2 to 
xf, = qSo E W;‘([-h, O-j, E”) 
U(t) = (P + ker X(t, + t, s) *Q, t E [-h, 01) 
(17) 
is controllable at time tl . 
Furthermore ~(4, s) = u(s) + 4 modulo ker X(tl + t, s), (t E [-h, 0] for a21 
q E Q, s E [t, , tJ can be used to determine a suitable control strategy from an 
admissible control u E L,([t, , tl], U) for (17) and vice versa. 
Proof. Let #,, , +1 E Wil)([-h, 01, E”) be given. There exists a mapping 
u: Q x [to, tl] + P such that for any quarry control q E L,([t, , tl], Q) the map 
p(t) = a(q(t), t) E P is a pursuer control and the solution xt(., t,, , &, , p, q) 
of (1) satisfies xt, = C1 . 
In detail 
x&o ,+o , p, q) (t) = +o > 40 , P, 4) (t + t1) = “0, + t, to 3 $0 9 P, 4) 
= x(t, + t, to , do , (40) - I’” X(6 + t, s) [MS) - q(s)] ds 
= h(t) (t E E--h, 01) (19) 
Equivalently 
x(t, + t, to , $0 ,a 0) = 41(t) + 1;’ Wl + t, 4 bo(q(s), 4 - ds>J ds (20) 
For the quarry control 0 E Q 
X(& + t, to 3 40 ,0) = $1(t) + l;’ X(h + t, 4 u(s) ds (21) 
wherezu(s) = ~(0, s). 
Just as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 consider a point q E Q, a time Y E [to, 
t, + t] and a piecewise constant quarry control with 0 in [to, I) and q in [Y, t, + t]. 
Using (20, we have 
XPl + 6 to ,40 9 090) 
= #l(t) + 1; ri(tl + t, 4 u(s) ds + /rt” X(tl + t, s) [o(q, s) - q] ds (22) 
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Subtracting (22) from (21), we deduce 
so that 
Jvl + t, 4 [u(s) + 4 - 4z, 41 = 0 a.e. on [to 3 t1 + tl- 
Hence, 
so that 
u(s) + q E a(q, s) + ker X(tl + t, s) a.e. 
u(s) + q E P + ker X(t, + t, s) a.e. 
Once more Hajek’s Lemma [2, p. 591 yields 
u(s) E (P + ker X(tI + t, s)) *_ Q = U(s). 
Hence u is an admissible control for (17). With this, (21) gives 
4f, + j, $0 , 0) = #r(t) + j-“‘” -Wl -!- f, 4 ~(4 ds, 
and 
“(h + t, 4) 7 40 , u> = “(h + f, &I , $0 , 0) - h”’ Wl + t, s) u(s) ds 
= M>; (t E L--h, 01). 
That is ql(., to , q%,,  u) = q$ . Since x,,(t,, , q$ , U) = $a , we have proved (17) 
is controllable at time t, . 
For the converse, suppose that (17) is controllable at t, and let +,, , +1 E 
I%‘;“([--/I, 01, IP) be given. Suppose u is the appropriate control u EL,([~, , tr], U) 
such that the solution xt(., t, , c#J,, , u) of (17) satisfies 
Then 
Xf, = do and .Ttl(*, to , do ,4 = $1 . 
“(& + t, to , Al , 0) - [yt X(t1 + t, s) u(s) ds = &(t), (f E k-h, 01). (23) 
Because u: [to, t, + t] -+ U, U(S) + q E P + ker X(tr + t, s) for every 
s E [to , tI + t] = I, t E [-A, 0] and for every value q E Q. With u fixed we now 
construct a control strategy u by applying Filippov’s Lemma. We obtain measur- 
able mappings u: Q x I + P, V: Q x I -+ ker X(t, + t, s) such that U(S) + q = 
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~(4, S) + ~(4, s). Just as before u ~L,([ts , tl + t], P.) For any quarry control 
q, a - p = u - Y, SO that the solution xt(*, to , +,, , o, q) of (2) yields 
= dt, + 4 4, , do , 60) - I’” X(tl + t, s) [o(q(s), s) - q(s)] ds 
= X(t, + t, to ,+o , 0) - )-:‘” x(tl + t, s) u(s) a’s + J1:‘” X(tl + t, s) v(q(s), s) ds 
= 410) + 0, 0 E r--h, 01) 
from (23). That is, x~,(*, to ,+ 0, u, q) = C& . This completes the proof. 
3. Capture in Targets, of Linear Functional Differential Games 
In this section, some fixed target sets will intrude in our investigation. 
For function space capture the target set D C W’,jr) is the manifold 
!2 = {x E W;‘([-h, 01, F): TX = Tb} (24) 
described by a bounded linear operator T and a fixed function b E Wil)([--h, 01, 
En). In the case of Euclidean space capture the target set will be the affine 
manifold 
G=(xEEn:Mx=Mb) (25) 
where M is an m x tz matrix and b is a iixed point in E”. In both cases the pursuit 
problem reduces to a control problem for which the evolution of practical 
control-theoretic methods can be brought to bear. 
THEOREM 3.1. For the game 
2(t) = L(t, 4 -p(t) + q(t) 
P ~M4l 7 a P) PC E”, (26) 
q ~-Mto 9 ~1, Q) QcEn, 
target G _C En in (25), assume that 0 E Q and P compact. There is Euclidean space 
capture in G at time t, for (2) if and only if the associated control system 
it(t) = L(t, xt) - u(t), u(t) E qt>, t 2 to 
xto = $0 E W~‘([--h, 01, E-1, (27) 
U(t) = (P + ker MX(t, , t)) %Q 
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is G-Euclidean controllable at t, . Moreover 
~(4, s) = u(s) + Q modulo ker(MX(t, , s)). (28) 
may be used to determine an appropriate control strategy from u E L,([t, , tl], U). 
in (27) and vice rersa. 
Proof. Because the proof is similar to Theorem 2.1 we need only sketch It. 
From Euclidean capture in G of (26) at t, we have: for any 4 EL2([t0, tJ, Q), 
any +,, E Wsl[-h, 01, En) some p, p(t) = o(q(t), t) E L&t, , tJ, P) the solution 
.Y( ., t, , & , p, q) of (27) satisfies 
from which we deduce 
M [x(t,; t, , $,,) - s:.’ X(tl , s) u(s) ds] = Mb (29) 
where U(S) = ~(0, s). By using a piecewise constant quarry control p = 4 in 
[to, t], q E (2, 0 E (t, tJ and subtracting the result from (29), we have 
s h M -WI , s) MS) + 4 - 47, s)l = 0 t
for all t E [to, tJ, from which we obtain 
so that 
4s) -t q E u(q, s) + ker(MX(t, , s)); 
u(s) E (P + ker MX(t, , s)) + Q = U(s) a.e. 
Hence II E L2([t0, tJ, U) is an admissible control for (27) and (29) yields 
Mx(t, , t, , c$, , U) = Mb, proving that (27) is G-Euclidean controllable at t, . 
The converse is a straight forward adaptation of the proof in Theorem 2.1. 
The theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY. Under the assumption in Theorem 3.1, there is Euclidean space 
capture in 0 at time t, for (2) if, and only if, the control system (27) is Euclidean 
null controllable. 
Proof. Take M = I, the identity matrix and b E En with b E 0. 
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THEOREM 3.2. For game (26) with target 52 C WJ’) in (24) 0 EQ and P 
compact here is function space capture at t, in 52 if and only if the associated control 
problem 
P(t) = L(t, xt) - u(t), u(t) E W), t z to 
x t,, = A, E lJ,‘A[--h, 01, E”) 
U(t) = (P + ker TX(t, + s - t) *Q, s E [-h, O] 
is O-controllable at time t1 . Also 
u(q, t) = u(t) + q modulo ker(TX(t, + s, t), s E [-h, 0] 
determines an admissible control strategy from u EL,([t, , tl], U) in (30) and vice 
versa. 
Proof. Use the condition 
and proceed as in Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY. There is function space capture in 0 at time t, if and only, if 
the associated control problem (30) is null-controllable at time tl . 
Proof. Take T = I, identity operator, b = 0 E Wil)([-h, 01, En), so that 
l2 E 0. 
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